


The President’s Report
Halogen Designs

Through the current year, we have 
been able to diversify our opera-
tions and bring in a new beginning to 
Halogen Designs. Thanks to the sup-
port of investors and clients, we have 
been able to build a solid foundation 
to get this company to the elite of its 
field. Although this is the first year that 
Halogen Designs has been operation, 
there is still a lot of growth that needs 
to be done.

At the beginning of the year, we set 
out some reasonable goals. We were 
able to meet and excel above them. 
Due to our outstanding success, we 
would like to diversify our client list 
and have even greater achievements 
for the following years to come. This 
report will outline the workings behind 
the success, and we hope that you 
consult Halogen for all of your design 
needs.

Thank you for your support.

Ryan Harper
President & CEO

Quick Fact

Halogen Designs 
is in its 2nd iden-
tidy change. This is 
what the first logo 
for the comany 
was.



Sales and Marketing

 This company was started to create cutting edge design for cli-
ents. The main focus of the company is to produce web sites that are 
eye catching, and that also have peak functionality for the end user. 
We use new technology like CSS and PHP to created dynamic pages, 
that are easily changeable. This makes the sites more functional for 
the client, and less of a headache for them as well. In addition to web 
design, we have diversified our products to Flash training programs, 
and print media. The Flash programs allow clients to teach their em-
ployees efficiently. With the use of video, audio and animations, the 
training programs are enjoyable to watch and highly educational. 
Our print media ranges from trifold brochures to posters, which is rich 
in color and of the highest quality. With all these products the clients 
can choose from, there is a broad spectrum of income our company 
can acheive. 

 Our company is based out of Calgary, so we keep our business 
fairly close to home. Although we have had past clients in different 
provinces, we have had great success with that. Establshing a great 
means of communications is a key factor in making this happen. 
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Quick Fact

The new logo for 
the company is a 
decpiction of the 
founders favorite 

place. The moun-
tains are a depic-
tion of the beauty 
of Britsh Columbia



Financial Figures

Financials 2004 ($)

Gross Income 55176.51
Expenses 2140.00
Start Up Debt 15632.58

Net Income 37403.93

Productions ($)

Web Design 20973.00
Flash 16730.00
Animations 12579.00
Print Media 4894.00

Total 55176.00

Overview

 In the past year, we have recieved most of our revenue from web 
design. As you can see, another huge sector of our business is depen-
dant on Flash and animation. Our print media serves as the support for 
our yearly expenses.

Quick Fact

The name for 
Halogen designs, 
started out as a DJ 
name. “DJ Halo-
gen”.



Ryan Harper
President / CEO

Ryan is the founder of Halogen Designs. With his ingenious design, he has cre-
ated a company that in innovative and meets the high demands of the indus-
try today.

Ryan Harper
Vice President

Ryan runs the operation, and makes sure that everything is in order. With his 
background in New Media, He is able to thing effectively and efficently to 
make sure that all the deadlines are met.

Ryan Harper
Photo Director

With a distinct background in photography, all the media is original and at the 
highest quality possible.

Ryan Harper
Art Director

Ryan has an amazing talent for art. With innovative art ideas, he makes the 
designs come to life. 

Ryan Harper
Consultant

Our lead consultant at Halogen Desings, he makes client meetings a breeze. 
His great people skills, makes communication easy and efficient.
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